Kind Thoughts “Gift Keeper”
Set(s): Kind Thoughts, Circle of Friendship, Baroque Motifs
Accessories:
3 ¾ x 7 ½ inch Brocade Blue cardstock
(scored at ½”, 3 ¾, 4, 7)
Strip of Certainly Celery cardstock (2 ½” wide)
(to punch 5 petal flower for leaves)
Strip of Pretty in Pink (2 ½ “ wide)
(to punch scalloped circle flower)
Strip of Regal Rose (1 ¼ inch wide)
(to punch 1 ¼ in. circle)
Strip of Vanilla cardstock (1 inch wide)
(to punch circle greeting)
Word Window punch
Celery narrow grosgrain
Scalloped circle punch
Ballet Blue ink
1/8 inch circle punch

1. Fold the blue cardstock on the score lines
and then open again. On the what will be
the front panel, stamp the large flourish in
Brocade Blue ink
2. From the top edge (holding it vertically),
put the word window punch in as far as it
goes and punch twice (making a longer
opening than the punch makes) on the front.
3. Fold on all score lines and adhere the top two scored ½ inch
panels to each other. Punch two rectangles and thread and
knot a 5 inch piece of narrow celery ribbon.
4. Using the 5 petal flower punch, punch a green ‘flower’ that
you will cut in half to use as petals
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5. Stamp the greeting on the Vanilla strip in Rose Romance
and then punch out with a 1 in circle punch
6. Punch a Regal Rose circle with the 1 ¼ inch circle
7. Stamp the circular flourish in Rose on the Pretty in Pink
cardstock and punch out with the scallop punch
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8. Assemble the flower as shown and put the ‘petals’ on the back. Adhere this focal image to the side front.
Tie a celery bow and adhere to the front.
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